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Abstract— We present an H-shaped resonator made of two 

clamped-clamped microbeams mechanically coupled at the 

middle with a strong coupler to achieve, in a single device, 

mechanical amplification of the response signal, filtering and 

frequency conversion simultaneously. Using mechanical 

amplification combined with combination resonances generated 

from a mixed-frequency excitation, a wideband tunable filter and 

a simultaneous frequency up and down convertor at multiple 

bands is demonstrated. The proposed coupled structure, when 

combined with the easy-to-implement technique of frequency 

mixing, is promising for applications in an RF chain. 

 
Index Terms—mechanically coupled resonator, mixed-

frequency excitation, mixer/filter, response amplification. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ITH the advances in Micro/Nano electromechanical 

MEMS/NEMS fabrication and the effort to miniaturize 

resonant sensors/actuators into the nano regime, the 

transduction of these devices for electronic readout becomes 

challenging. Significant efforts have been dedicated to 

improve the signal-to-noise ratio by mechanical amplification 

of the signal prior to the electronic amplification. Most of the 

explored methods in mechanically coupled resonators have 

relied mainly on parametric amplification, in which the 

mechanical amplification is achieved by exciting the pump 

beams at twice the resonance frequency (pump frequency) [1-

7]. As a result, the small signal generated by one beam is 

amplified at the other beam through a weak coupler [1-3, 6]. 

Significant efforts have been directed towards developing 

high-Q high-frequency devices for applications in wireless 

communications. These include thin film bulk wave acoustic 

resonators [8], aluminum nitride (AlN) based rectangular plate 

and ring-shaped contour-mode resonators [9], and recently an 

AlN Lamé mode resonators [10]. Furthermore, mechanically 

and electrostatically coupled structures have been successfully 

used in such communication applications [10-18]. 

Considerable effort has been directed towards achieving a 

highly selective tunable filter, where the bandwidth and the 

center frequency can be tuned efficiently [19-23]. Moreover, 

recent research has been dedicated to achieve filtering and 

frequency up/down conversion on a single device to broaden 
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the limits of miniaturization and optimize power consumption 

in portable communication devices [24, 25]. Signal 

amplification in such devices can provide significant 

advantages, for example in bandpass filters, where an 

amplified response results in a sharper distinct pass band 

compared to noise, and in frequency converters, where an 

amplified low-loss converted signal is desired. 

In this work we present a resonator, of an “H” shape, made 

of two clamped-clamped (C-C) beams coupled strongly at 

their midpoint using a beam coupler of almost the same size as 

an individual C-C beam. The coupler is attached at the 

maximum displacement location of the beams. By exploiting 

the dynamic response of this coupled structure, maximum 

signal amplification (mechanical transformation) is achieved. 

Furthermore, we excite the structure using mixed-frequency 

electrostatic forcing [26-28] to achieve a wide relatively flat 

and amplified pass-band filtering and simultaneous mixing 

characteristics using a single resonator body. 

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fig. 1 shows (a) a schematic, (b) an SEM image, and (c) a 

cross-sectional view of the physical layers comprising the 

structure. The “H” resonator is fabricated using a surface 

micromachining process with polyimide as the structural layer 

[29]. The electrode network is laid down such that it allows 

different options to actuate the resonator and detect its 

response. The device can be actuated through either of the C-C 

beams: right beam (RB), left beam (LB), and through the 

middle coupling element (MC). Similarly, the response can be 

measured through any of the three beams. 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the H resonator.  (b) Colorized SEM image of the H 
resonator. (c) The cross-section of the H resonator showing the various 

fabricated layers. The two identical clamped-clamped beams are 300µm long 

and 50µm wide while the coupling beam is 300µm long and 35µm wide. The 
thickness of the H resonator is 5.2µm with an operating gap of 2µm. 

A high frequency laser Doppler Vibrometer, MSA-500 

Polytec Micro System Analyzer, is used for dynamic 

measurements, Fig. 2(a). The resonator under test is placed 

inside a vacuum chamber positioned directly underneath the 

lens of the Vibrometer. To excite the resonator, an 

electrostatic input signal generated in Labview is applied 

through a data acquisition card (DAQ) NI 6251 from National 

Instruments, to the right C-C beam between the movable

electrode and the bottom fixed electrode. The out-of-plane 

displacement data measured by the Vibrometer is post 

processed through the DAQ and collected at the output. The 

experiments are performed under low vacuum of a pressure of 

1.8-3.5 mtorr. The proposed resonator is excited from the c-c 

beam and the response is sensed at the middle coupler, hence 

having different sensing and actuation areas. The 

electromechanical coupling coefficient 1

2

DC

e

AV

g


  , defined 

as the ratio between the applied excitation force and the input 

signal is calculated to be 3.31×10
-7 

C/m, where A1 is the 

overlap (actuation) area of the c-c beam, ε is the relative 

permittivity, and g is the gap [30]. Similarly, the read-out 

coupling coefficient 2

2

DC

r

A V

g


  , which is the ratio between 

the output current and the displacement of the beam, is 

calculated to be 2.317×10
-7 

C/m, where A2 is the overlap 

(sensing) area of the coupling element. Different sensing and 

actuation areas allow us to improve either of the coupling 

coefficients independently by modifying their dimensions. 

However, it must be noted that the H resonator will give the 

best mechanical amplification, for exact same dimensions of 

the beams and the coupling element, where the coupling 

coefficient will be same for both cases. 

Figs. 2 (b)-(d) show the response of the coupled resonator. 

The electrostatic input is applied to the RB only, while the 

output signal is received, in the form of the resonator’s 

maximum amplitude of vibration, at the midpoint of the 

coupling beam and C-C beam. It can be clearly observed that 

the output signal received at the midpoint of the coupling 

beam, Fig. 2(c), is almost 4 times amplified compared to the

Fig. 2. (a) Experimental setup along with different input conditions (with respective electrostatic forcing terms) applied to the resonator through the DAQ. Response of 

the H resonator under an electrostatic actuation of VDC=2V and VAC=5V measured at (b) midpoint of RB and (c) midpoint of MB in its first fundamental mode of 
vibration. The inset shows the first modeshape of the resonator as simulated using a finite-element model. (d) Response of the beam under VDC=5V, VAC1=8V, and 

VAC2=9V with a fixed frequency Ω2=0.5 kHz measured at the midpoint of MB. Combination resonances of subtractive type at 110.5 kHz and additive type at 109.5 kHz 

are activated as a result of mixing. The value of the fixed frequency determines the frequency of activation for these combination resonances. The electrostatic loading 

here is applied through the right beam only. The response of the two C-C beams is identical hence only one beam is chosen for demonstration. 
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output signal received at any of the C-C beams, Fig. 2(b). It 

has been shown [31] that the maximum amplitude of the 

coupler is achieved when the base motion has close frequency 

to that of the coupler, i.e., both of the C-C beams and the 

coupling beams have almost the same dimensions. Hence the 

coupled system here can be viewed as a base excitation [32] 

case, where the two C-C beams supply the base motion to the 

coupling beam sitting on top. We notice that by exciting any 

of the C-C beams of the H resonator we receive the same level 

response at the two beams and an amplified response at the 

coupling beam. It is important to mention here that this device 

behaves as a mechanical amplifier, where it transforms small 

dynamic response amplitude at the clamped-clamped beam to 

high response amplitude at the middle coupling element. This 

should not be confused with conventional electrical amplifiers 

available commercially. This mechanical amplification 

provided by such structure holds great potential in mixing and 

filtering applications. 

To achieve mixing and to realize an amplified response at 

certain band of frequency, we exploit the quadratic 

electrostatic force and excite the H resonator with two or more 

excitation sources. This triggers the so-called combination 

resonances [26-28]. In the case of two AC harmonic sources in 

addition to the DC load, the electrostatic excitation load can be 

expanded as 

 
2 2 2 2 2 2

1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2

1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

cos( ) cos( ) .cos ( ) .cos ( )

2 . .cos( ) 2 . .cos( ) . .[cos{( ) } cos{( ) }]

DC AC AC DC AC AC

DC AC DC AC AC AC

V V t V t V V t V t

V V t V V t V V t t

         

        

          (1) 

One can note from the last two terms of Equation (1) that 

whenever the sum or the difference of the excitation 

frequencies (Ω1 and Ω2) equals the resonance frequency of 

the resonator, the resonator will experience resonance and 

respond with high amplitude. Fig. 2(d) shows the response of 

the H resonator in response to a similar excitation shown in 

Fig 2(a), measured at the midpoint of the coupling beam. The 

activation of combination resonances in the neighborhood of 

the fundamental resonance frequency is observed. Adjusting 

the number, values, and associated VAC of added frequencies, 

specific response of the resonator can be produced, which 

when combined with the mechanical amplification from the 

coupled structure can be used for simultaneous amplification, 

mixing and filtering applications. 

Toward this, we first show in Fig. 3 the response of the 

resonator under multiple sources of excitation. The 

electrostatic loading applied to the beam is adjusted in each 

case to reduce the ripples and produce a relatively flat pass 

band response. The response of the resonator to a single 

source excitation (blue squares) compared against the response 

of the resonator for two (black solid), three (red solid circles), 

and four (green empty circles) AC frequency sources. Table 1 

summarizes the center frequency (fc) and the percent 

bandwidth (BW) for the resonator for various excitation 

schemes. 

It is observed that by choosing the fixed frequencies very 

small, the combination resonances are activated closer to the 

first resonance frequency of the H resonator, thereby 

increasing its bandwidth. We notice that for every new mixed-

frequency, two combination resonances are activated [26-28]. 

As the number of mixed frequencies is increased, the 

bandwidth increases. Hence, one can achieve a wide-band 

filter by increasing the number of mixed frequencies. 

Although the addition of combination resonances widens the 

band, does not affect the order of the filter. These resonances 

are generated as a result of the excitation scheme and not due 

to the addition of more resonators to the coupled array. Hence, 

the filter will stay as a 2
nd

 order no matter how many 

additional combination resonances are activated via frequency 

mixing techniques. Each of the combination resonances can be 

adjusted in amplitude by controlling the input voltages applied 

to the system. This is an effective way to resolve the 

commonly encountered frequency mismatch problem in 

MEMS filters, which is otherwise solved by using complex 

structures and techniques.  

 
Fig. 3. Response of the H resonator under mixed-frequency excitation. 

Different voltages are applied for each case to produce a wide pass band 

response. A load of VDC=5V and VAC=10V is used for single source excitation 
(blue squares). The quality factor of the resonator is measured to be ~ 211. A 

load of VDC=5V, VAC1=8V, and VAC2=9V with a fixed frequency Ω2=0.5 kHz 

is used for two source excitation (solid black line). A load of VDC=5V, 
VAC1=6V, VAC2=6V, and VAC3=9V with fixed frequencies Ω2=0.5 kHz and 

Ω3=0.9 kHz is used for the three source excitation (solid red circles). A load 

of VDC=5V, VAC1=6V, VAC2=6V, VAC3=9V, and VAC4=9V with fixed 
frequencies Ω2=0.5 kHz, Ω3=0.9 kHz, and Ω4=1.3 kHz is used for the four 

source excitation (empty green circles). The electrostatic loading is applied 

through the right beam only while the response amplitude of the beam is 
measured at the midpoint of each of the coupling beam. 

 

TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF FILTER PARAMETERS FOR VARIOUS EXCITATION SCHEMES. 

Excitation Scheme fc (kHz) % BW 

Single source 109.6 0.5 

2 sources 110 1.31 

3 sources 110.3 1.84 

4 sources 110.4 2.67 

 

It is important to note here that the value and the associated 

VAC of the mixing frequency sources directly impact the 

flatness and bandwidth of the filter. The AC voltages 

associated with the mixing frequencies control the amplitude 

of the activated combination resonances while the values of 

mixing frequencies set the frequency of excitation of 
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combination resonances [26-28]. The fixed frequency values 

and associated AC voltages are best chosen in such a way that 

the combination resonances are excited right next to each 

other with almost equal amplitudes. These resonances should 

not overlap each other as they will reduce the maximum 

achievable bandwidth and also should not be far from each 

other as it will adversely affect the flatness by increasing the 

ripples. There is always a tradeoff between the bandwidth and 

the flatness of the response for a given excitation scheme. A 

very flat response will result in less bandwidth while a wider 

band response will affect the flatness poorly for a given 

excitation scheme. For example, a 2 source excitation can 

provide a wide band response equal to that of 4 source 

excitation (by choosing the right frequency values); however 

the level of flatness in the case of 2 source excitation will be 

much worse compared to 4 source excitation. 

 Another desirable feature is to tune the center frequency of 

the resonator in real-time and while in-use using the same 

structure. This can also be achieved by biasing the coupling 

beam separately with a DC source in addition to the actuation 

through the right beam of the H resonator.  

Fig. 4 shows the response of the H resonator under various 

DC biasing for the case of two source mixing. The tuning (Δf) 

as a result of the DC bias to the middle coupler will stay 

constant regardless of the excitation scheme used, hence only 

one case is shown here as an example. It can be noticed that 

the band of the filter can be tuned without affecting the 

bandwidth or any other parameters. The overall amplitude of 

the filter decreases slightly as the overall structure becomes 

stiffer, and hence it needs more power to oscillate at similar 

levels of amplitude. Fig. 4 also indicates a positive frequency 

shift in the resonator due to the induced tension in the coupler 

from the DC bias.  

Next, we demonstrate simultaneous frequency up and down 

conversion at multiple bands. Since the resonator always 

vibrates with the resonance frequency at these combination 

resonances, we utilize this property of the mixed-frequency 

excitation for frequency conversion [26-28]. Fig. 5 shows the 

response of the resonator under mixed frequency excitation. 

Depending on the selection of the fixed frequency we are able 

to generate two wide bands of the frequencies far apart from 

the resonance frequency of the H resonator. Any frequency at 

these bands is converted into the resonance frequency of the 

resonator, hence achieving the up conversion for the additive 

type resonances and down conversion for the subtractive type 

combination resonances. Using such coupled structure 

provides the benefit of an amplified response after the 

frequency conversion, which is desired. Furthermore, 

depending on the number and values of frequencies used for 

mixing, several bands of frequencies can be generated and can 

perform the frequency up/down conversion simultaneously 

while amplifying the response. 

 
Fig. 4. Response of the H resonator under mixed-frequency excitation of 

VDC=5V, VAC1=8V, and VAC2=9V with a fixed frequency Ω2=0.5 kHz applied 
through the right beam. The coupling beam is biased separately to change the 

stiffness of the structure to tune the center frequency of the resonator. 

One important point to address here is that the overall 

power consumption of such a device can be high, when 

compared to the state of the art coupled structures for filtering 

applications, due to the use of additional sources. Such a 

structure however provides advantages in term of integration 

densities and also reduces some of the excess power 

consumption, as it can provide several functionalities using a 

single resonator. Similarly using a single structure also helps 

solving various mismatch problems that arise due to using 

separate elements for each of amplification, filtering, and 

mixing in an RF chain. 

Flexural mode MEMS resonators in general have high 

motional resistances ranging from kΩ to MΩ, which causes 

impedance mismatch issues when used in an RF electronic 

chain. In general, this can be dealt with by using proper 

termination resistances with the aid of appropriate CMOS 

electronics [22] to match the impedance with the load, and 

hence achieve maximum power transfer. This however adds 

complexity to the circuit. The motional resistance can be 

defined as,
4

2 2 2 2

. .
m

n DC

k m k g
R

Q Q A V  
  , where Rm is directly 

proportional to the stiffness k, and the fourth power of the 

operation gap g, while it is inversely proportional to the 

quality factor Q, natural resonant frequency ωn, overlap area 

A, and the applied VDC. We also notice that most of these 

variables depend on each other, and hence, there exist 

optimized design parameters that should be reached to achieve 

the desired motional resistance for maximum transfer of 

power. Reducing the gap will have the most prominent effect. 

However there are limitations to how small a gap can be 

considering fabrication limitations and permanent collapse of 
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the device to the stationary electrode. Hence, the gap, the 

overlap area, and bias voltage need to be optimized such that 

the overall Rm value is reduced. Similarly, changing the 

fabrication material and minimizing the squeeze film damping 

of the resonator, such that the quality factor is increased, will 

result in reducing the overall Rm value. Adjusting these 

parameters will set the impedance value that maximizes power 

transfer. 

In summary, we presented a technique to amplify (transform) 

a mechanical response using an H shaped mechanically 

coupled resonator. We demonstrated the ability of the coupler 

to provide a tunable, amplified filtering operation using 

mixed-frequency excitation. In addition, we also demonstrated 

the ability of the structure to perform simultaneous frequency 

up/down conversions at several bands with an amplified 

response. The device in its current design has limited 

applications due to its low center frequency in the low 

frequency regime, such as in biomedical applications, 

navigation systems, and low frequency RF identification 

applications, where the frequencies of operation range from a 

few hertz to hundreds of kHz [33-35]. However, with a more 

dedicated design based on a stiffer material and of smaller 

dimensions, high frequency applications can be targeted. It is 

worth to mention that the device presented here is a proof-of-

concept demonstrating using a single strongly coupled H 

resonator under mixed frequency excitation to perform 

multiple operations required in an RF chain. The performance 

parameters, i.e., center frequency, quality factor, and tuning 

properties, of the device can be further improved with more 

optimized design. For instance, the centre frequency of the 

device can be significantly increased by reducing the size of 

the proposed resonator. However, scaling down to nano scale 

can adversely affect other parameters of the filter like insertion 

losses. Another key factor to improve the center frequency of 

the device is the fabrication material. Note here that the 

presented prototype resonator is made of polyimide, which is 

very compliant material, hence having low natural 

frequencies. Changing the material to Silicon only can yield 

very high center frequencies and quality factors.  

 
Fig. 5. Response of the H resonator under four source excitation with loading 

of VDC=4V, VAC1=6V, VAC2=6V, VAC3=9V, and VAC4=9V at fixed frequencies 
Ω2=49.6 kHz, Ω3=50 kHz, and Ω4=50.4 kHz applied through the right beam. 

Each of the associated fixed frequency is responsible for activating 

simultaneously an additive and subtractive resonance each. 

Having these features in a single structure has promising 

potential in wireless communication applications, where added 

power consumption is avoided to run separate devices for 

filtering/frequency conversion, thereby overcoming the 

limitation of frequency mismatch problems between mixer 

output and filter input causing additional insertion losses and 

provides a compact design for portable communication 

devices. 
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